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Abstract  Constructor subtyping is a form of subtyping in which an induc
tive type   is viewed as a subtype of another inductive type  if  has more
constructors than   As suggested in  	 its 
potential uses include proof
assistants and functional programming languages
In this paper we introduce and study the properties of a simply typed
calculus with record types and datatypes and which supports record sub
typing and constructor subtyping In the rst part of the paper we show
that the calculus is conuent and strongly normalizing In the second part
of the paper we show that the calculus admits a wellbehaved theory of
canonical inhabitants provided one adopts expansive extensionality rules
including expansion surjective pairing and a suitable expansion rule for
datatypes Finally in the third part of the paper we extend our calculus
with unbounded recursion and show that conuence is preserved
  Introduction
Type systems   lie at the core of modern functional programming languages
such as Haskell  or ML  and proof assistants such as Coq  or PVS 	 In
order to improve the usability of these languages it is important to devise 
exible
and safe type systems in which programs and proofs may be written easily	 A
basic mechanism to enhance the 
exibility of type systems is to endorse the set of
types with a subtyping relation   and to enforce a subsumption rule
a  A A   B
a  B
This basic mechanism of subtyping is powerful enough to capture a variety of con
cepts in computer science see e	g	  and its use is spreading both in functional
programming languages see e	g	    and in proof assistants see e	g	  
	
Constructor subtyping is a basic form of subtyping suggested in  and devel
oped in  in which an inductive type   is viewed as a subtype of another inductive
type  if  has more constructors than  	 As such constructor subtyping captures
in a typetheoretic context the ubiquitous use of subtyping as inclusion between
inductively dened sets	 In its simplest instance constructor subtyping enforces
subtyping from odd or even numbers to naturals as illustrated in the following ex
ample which introduces in a MLlike syntax the mutually recursive datatypes Odd
and Even and the Nat datatype
datatype Odd   s of Even
and Even   
 s of Odd 
datatype Nat   
 s of Nat
 s of Odd
 s of Even 
Here Even and Odd are subtypes of Nat i	e	 Even   Nat and Odd   Nat since
every constructor of Even and Odd is also a constructor of Nat	
In a previous paper  the rst author introduced and studied constructor
subtyping for one rstorder mutually recursive parametric datatype and showed
the calculus to be con
uent and strongly normalizing	 In the present paper we
improve on this work in several directions
	 we extend constructor subtyping to the class of strictly positive mutually re
cursive and parametric datatypes	 In addition the present calculus supports
incremental denitions
	 following recent trends in the design of proof assistants and a wellestablished
trend in the design of functional programming languages we replace the elim
ination constructors of  by caseexpressions	 This leads to a simpler system
which is easier to use
	 we dene a set of expansive extensionality rules including expansion sur
jective pairing and a suitable expansion rule for datatypes so as to obtain a
wellbehaved theory of canonical inhabitants i	e	 of closed expressions in nor
mal forms	 The latter is fundamental for a proper semantical understanding
of the calculus and for several applications related to proof assistants such as
unication	
The main technical contribution of this paper is to show that the calculus enjoys
several fundamental metatheoretical properties including con
uence subject re
duction strong normalization and a wellbehaved theory of canonical inhabitants	
These results lay the foundations for constructor subtyping and open the possibility
of using constructor subtyping in programming languages and proof assistants see
Section 	
Organization of the paper The paper is organized as follows in Section  we provide
an informal account of constructor subtyping	 In Section  we introduce a simply
typed calculus with record types and datatypes and which supports both record
subtyping and constructor subtyping	 In Section  we establish some fundamental
metatheoretical properties of the calculus	 In Section  we motivate the use of
expansive extensionality rules show that they preserve con
uence and strong nor
malization and lead to a wellbehaved theory of canonical inhabitants	 In Section 
we extend our core language with xpoint operators and show the resulting calcu
lus to be con
uent	 Finally we conclude in Section 	 Because of space constraints
proofs are merely sketched or omitted	 We refer the reader to  for further details	
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 An informal account of constructor subtyping
Constructor subtyping formalizes the view that an inductively dened set   is a
subtype of an inductively dened set  if  has more constructors than  	 As may
be seen from the example of even odd and natural numbers the relative generality
of constructor subtyping relies on the possibility for constructors to be overloaded
and to a lesser extent on the possibility for datatypes to be dened in terms
of previously introduced datatypes	 The following example which introduces the
parametric datatypes List of lists and NeList of nonempty lists provides further
evidence	
datatype a List   nil
 cons of a  a List 
datatype a NeList   cons of a  a List 
Here a NeList   a List since the only constructor of a NeList cons  a
 a List a NeList is matched by the constructor of a List cons  a
 a List a List	
The above examples reveal a possible pattern of constructor subtyping for two
parametric datatypes d and d
 
with the same arity we set d   d
 
if every declaration
c in case of a constant c of B otherwise of d is matched in d
 
	
 
Another pattern
used in  is to take subtyping as a primitive	 Here we allow for the subtyping
relation to be specied directly in the denition of the datatype	 As shown below
such a pattern yields simpler denitions with less declarations	
datatype Odd   s of Even
and Even   
 s of Odd 
datatype Nat   s of Nat
with Odd   Nat	
Even   Nat 
The original datatype may be recovered by adding a declaration of the form c 
   d
 
whenever c     d and d   d
 
	 The same technique can be used to dene
a List and a NeList
datatype a List   nil
and a NeList   cons of a  a List
with a NeList   a List 
For the clarity of the exposition we shall adopt the second pattern in examples
whereas we consider the rst pattern in the formal denition of 
  data
	
Thus far the subtyping relation is conned to datatypes	 It may be extended
to types in the usual structural way	 In this paper we force datatypes to be
monotonic in their parameters	 Hence we can derive
Odd List   Nat List
l
  Even l  Nat List l  Odd   l
  Nat l  Nat List
Nat Even NeList   Odd Nat NeList
from the fact that Odd   Nat Even   Nat and a NeList   a List	 The formal
denition of the subtyping relation is presented in the next section	
In order to introduce strict overloading which is a central concept in this paper
let us anticipate on the next section by considering the evaluation rule for case
expressions	 Two observations can be made rst our informal denition of datatype
allows for arbitrary overloading of constructors	 Second it is not possible to dene
a typeindependent evaluation rule for caseexpressions for arbitrary datatypes	 For
example consider the following datatype where Sum is a datatype identier of arity

datatype a	b Sum   inj of a
 inj of b 
Note that the datatype is obtained from the usual denition of sum types by over
loading the constructors inj
 
and inj

	 Now a caseexpression for this datatype
should be of the form
case a of inj x   b
  inj x   b
 
For the sake of simplicity we gloss over renamings and assume the parameters of d and
d
 
to be identical
with evaluation rules
case inj a of inj x   b
  inj x   b  b
fx ag
case inj a of inj x   b
  inj x   b  bfx ag
As b
 and b are arbitrary the calculus is obviously not con
uent	 Thus one needs
to impose some restrictions on overloading	 One drastic solution to avoid non
con
uence is to require constructors to be declared at most once in a given datatype
but this solution is too restrictive	 A better solution is to require constructors to be
declared essentially at most once in a given datatype	 Here essentially consists
in allowing a constructor c to be multiply dened in a datatype d but by requiring
that for every declaration c of rho we have rho   rhom where c of rhom is the
rst declaration of c in d	 In other words the only purpose of repeated declarations
is to enforce the desired subtyping constraints but once subtyping is dened only
the rst declaration needs to be used for typing expressions	 This notion which we
call strict overloading is mild enough to be satised by most datatypes that occur
in the literature see  for a longer discussion on this issue	
We conclude this section with further examples of datatypes	 Firstly we dene a
datatype of ordinals or better said of ordinal notations	 Note that the datatype is
a higherorder one because of the constructor lim which takes a function as input	
datatype Ord   s of Ord  lim of Nat  Ord
with Nat   Ord 
Second we dene a datatype of binary integers	 These datatypes are part of the
Coq library but Coq does not take advantage of constructor subtyping	
datatype positive   xH  xI of positive  xO of positive 
datatype natural   ZERO
with positive   natural 
datatype integer   NEG of positive
with natural   integer 
Thirdly and as pointed out in   constructor subtyping provides a suitable
framework in which to formalize programming languages including the object cal
culi of Abadi and Cardelli  and a variety of other languages taken from 	
Yet another example of language that can be expressed with constructor semantics
is miniML  as shown below	 Here we consider four datatypes identiers E of
expressions I for identi ers P of patterns and N for the nullpattern all with arity
	
datatype I   ident 
datatype N   nullpat 
datatype P   pairpat of P  P
with I   P	 N   P 
datatype E   num  false  true  lamb of P  E
 if of E  E  E  mlpair of E  E
 apply of E  E  let of P  E  E
 letrec of P  E  E
with I   E	 N   E 
Lastly we conclude with a denition of CTL

formulae see 	 In this example
we consider two datatypes identiers SF of state formulae and PF of path formulae
both with arity 	
datatype a SF   i of a  a SF  conj of a SF  a SF
 not of a SF  forsomefuture of a PF
 forallfuture of a PF
and a PF   conj of a PF  a PF  not of a PF
 nexttime of a PF  until of a PF
with a SF   a PF 
CTL

and related temporal logics provide suitable frameworks in which to verify the
correctness of programs and protocols and hence are interesting calculi to formalize
in proof assistants	
 A core calculus  
    data
In this section we introduce the core calculus 
  data
	 The rst subsection is
devoted to types datatypes and subtyping the second subsection is devoted to
expressions reduction and typing	
  Types and subtyping
Below we assume given some pairwise disjoint sets L of labels D of datatype identi
 ers C of constructor identi ers and X of type variables	 Moreover we let l l
 
 l
i
   
range overL d d
 
    range overD c c
 
 c
i
    range over C and  
 
 
i
     range
over X 	 In addition we assume that every datatype identier d has a xed arity
ard and that 
 
 

    is a xed enumeration of X 	
Denition  Types The set T of types is given by the abstract syntax
    d
 
     
ard
 j  j     j l
 
  
 
     l
n
  
n

where in the last clause it is assumed that the l
i
s are pairwise distinct By conven
tion we identify record types that only dier in the order of their declarations such
as l    l
 
   and l
 
  l   
We now turn to the denition of datatype	 Informally a datatype is a list of con
structor declarations i	e	 of pairs c  where c is a constructor identier and  is
a constructor type i	e	 a type of the form

 
    
n
 d
 
     
ard

with d  D	 However not all datatypes are valid	 In order for a datatype to be valid
it must satisfy several properties	
	 Constructors must be strictly positive so that datatypes have a direct set
theoretic interpretation	 For example c
 
 nat  d and c

 nat  d  d
are strictly positive w	r	t	 d whereas c

 d d d is not	
	 Parameters must appear positively in the domains of constructor types so that
datatypes are monotonic in their parameters	 For example the parameter 
appears positively in the domain of  d while it appears negatively in the
domain of  nat d	
	 Datatypes that mutually depend on each other must have the same number of
parameters for the sake of simplicity	
	 Constructors must be strictly overloaded so that caseexpressions can be eval
uated unambiguously	
In addition we allow datatypes to depend on previously dened datatypes	 This
leads us naturally to the notion of datatype context	 Informally a datatype con
text is a nite list of datatypes	 Below we let    range over types  range over
datatype contexts c range over datatype constructors and d d
 
range over datatype
identiers	
Denition  Legal pretype   is a legal pretype in  with variables in
f
 
     
k
g or  if k   and a set of previously de ned datatype identi ers F 
written  
k
  pretypeF is de ned by the rules of Figure 

pre 
 
k
  pretype
F  
k
 pretype
F
 
k
     pretype
F

pre	
 
k
 
i
pretype
F 
  i  n
 
k
l
 
  
 
     l
n
  
n
	 pretype
F

predata
d    
k
 
i
pretype
F 
  i  ar
d
 
k
d 	 pretype
F

pre 
 legalF
 
k

i
pretype
F

  i  k

predata pre
d  F  
k
 
i
type 
  i  ar
d
 
k
d 	 pretype
F
Fig    Pre type formation rules
Note that in predata pre we do not allow mutually dependent types to appear
nested because we force each  
i
to be a type and not a pretype	
Denition   Legal type   is a legal type in  with variables in f
 
     
k
g
or  if k   written  
k
  type is de ned by the rules of Figure 	

 
 
k
  type  
k
 type
 
k
     type

	
 
k
 
i
type 
  i  n
 
k
l
 
  
 
     l
n
  
n
	 type

data
d    
k
 
i
type 
  i  ar
d
 
k
d 	 type


 legalF
 
k

i
type
 if   i  k
Fig    Type formation rules
Denition  Subtype   is a subtype of  in  written         is de ned
by the rules of Figure 
 where   d   d
 
if
	 ard  ard
 
  m


re

 
k
  type
      


trans

          
     




   
 
       
 
         
 
  
 




   
i
 
i

  i  n  
k
 
j
type 
n   j  m
  l
 
  
 
     l
nm
  
nm
	  l
 
 
 
     l
n
 
n
	


data

  d  d
 
   
i
 
i

  i  ar
d
  d 	  d
 
 	
Fig    Subtyping rules
	 every declaration c  
 
    
n
 d
 
     
m
 in  is matched by another
declaration c  
 
    
n
 d
 

 
     
m
 in 
Denition 
 dConstructor type  is a dconstructor type in  with a set
of previously de ned datatype identi ers F  written    cotydF  is de ned by
the rules of Figure  where
	  appears positively in   written  pos   is de ned by the rules of Figure 
	  is strictly positive wrt d written  spos d is de ned by the rules of Figure
 where d nocc  denote that d does not occur in  
	 d   if there exists a declaration c     in which d occurs

pos  pos 

pos
  
 
 pos 
 

pos
 pos    neg 
 pos 
    

pos
 pos  
i

  i  n
 pos l
 
  
 
     l
n
  
n
	

pos
 pos  
i

  i  n
 pos d 
 
      
n
	

neg
  
 
 neg 
 

neg
 neg    pos 
 neg 
    

neg
 neg  
i

  i  n
 neg l
 
  
 
     l
n
  
n
	

neg
 neg  
i

  i  n
 neg d 
 
      
n
	
Fig    Positive Negative rules
Denition  diD denote the set of datatype identi ers of D It can be de ned
inductively as follows
 di  
	 dic  
 
    
n
 d  fdg

spos
d nocc 
 spos d

spos
d nocc 
i

  i  n

 
      
n
  d	 spos d
Fig    Strictly positive rules

coty
 
k

i
pretype
F 
i
spos d 
j
pos 
i

  i  n    j  k
  
 
      
n
  d
 
     
k
	 coty
dF
 with d  
Fig    Constructor type rule

 diD
 
 c  
 
    
n
 d  diD
 
  fdg
Denition  Main ddeclaration We say c   is a main ddeclaration
written main
d
c   if it is the frist declaration of c in a datatype declaration
main
d
c   can be de ned by the rules of Figure 

main
 c  
 
      
n
  d	 ok
F
main
d

c  
 
      
n
  d	

main
D c  
 
      
n
  d	 ok
F d  di
D
main
d

c  
 
      
n
  d	
Fig    Main d declaration rules
Denition  Legal datatype context  is a legal datatype context with a
set of previously de ned datatype identi ers F  written  legalF  is de ned by the
rules of Figure  where  compatible
F
D if
 for every c  
 
  D
  
 
cotydF  main
d
c    D     
 
	 for every c   c
 
 
 
  D
main
d
c    main
d
 
c
 
 
 
  ard  ard
 

As you may notice the rules of Figure  introduce a new kind of judgment
D okF which means that over the datatype context  we are constructing a
new datatype D in a legal way	 This judgment is very similar to the legaljudgment	
The dierence is that the okjudgment works with an open datatype	
Observe that Denitions  are mutually dependent	 Note that Denitions 
and  above are enforced by the sideconditions in close whereas Denitions  and
 above are enforced by the rule coty	 Also note that in the side condition for
close 
 
and  are compared w	r	t	 D and not 	

empty  legal

close
D ok
F
D legalF  di
D
  compatible
F

D

addcons
D ok
F    coty
dF
D c   ok
F

adddata
 legalF
 ok
F
Fig    Datatype rules
  Expressions and typing
In this subsection we conclude the denition of 
  data
by dening its expressions
specifying their computational behavior and providing them with a typing system	
Below we assume given a set V of variables and let x x
 
 x
i
 y    range over V 	
Moreover we assume given a legal datatype context  and let T

be the set of legal
types in  nally       are assumed to range over T

	
Denition  The set E of expressions is given by the abstract syntax
a b  x j x a j a b j l
 
 a
 
     l
n
 a
n
 j al j
c  a j case

d 
a of fc
 
 b
 
j    j c
n
 b
n
g
Free and bound variables substitution f  g are dened the usual way	 Moreover
we assume standard variable conventions  and identify record expressions which
only dier in the order of their components e	g	 l  a l
 
 a
 
 and l
 
 a
 
 l 
a	 All the constructions are the usual ones except perhaps for caseexpressions
which are typed so as to avoid failure of subject reduction see e	g	  and are
slightly dierent from the usual case expressions in that we patternmatch against
constructors rather than against patterns	
Denition  Typing
 A context 	 is a  nite set of assumptions x
 
 
 
     x
n
 
n
such that the x
i
s
are pairwise distinct elements of V and 
i
 T


	 A judgment is a triple of the form 	  a    where 	 is a context a  E and
  T



 A judgment is derivable if it can be inferred from the rules of Figure  where
in the case rule it is assumed that c
 
 
 
     c
n
 
n
are the sole main d
declarations and that 

denotes 

 
    

n
   whenever   

 
   


n
 d
 An expression a  E is typable if 	  a    for some context 	 and type  
The computational behavior of 
  data
is drawn from the usual notion of 
reduction reduction and reduction	
Denition 
 reduction 

is de ned as the compatible closure of the rule
x  a b

afx  bg
	 reduction 

is de ned as the compatible closure of the rule
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basic
is de ned as 

 

 


  
basic
and 
basic
are respectively de ned as the reexivetransitive and the
reexivesymmetrictransitive closures of 
basic

Note that we do not require  and 
 
to coincide in the denition of reduction
as it would lead to too weak an equational theory	 However the typing rules will
enforce    
 
on legal terms	
 Metatheory of the core language
In this section we summarize some basic properties of the core language	
Proposition  Conuence 
basic
is conuent
a 
basic
b  	c  E  a 
basic
c  b 
basic
c
Proof By the standard technique of Tait and MartinLof	
Proposition  Subject reduction Typing is closed under 
basic

	  a     a
basic
b  	  b   
Proof By induction on the structure of the derivations using some basic properties
of subtyping	
As usual we say that an expression e is strongly normalizing with respect to a
relation  if there is no innite sequence
e e
 
 e

   
We let SN denote the set of expressions that are strongly normalizing with
respect to 	
Proposition   Strong normalization 
basic
is strongly normalizing on ty
pable expressions
	  a     a  SN
basic

Proof By a standard computability argument	
We now turn to typechecking	 One cannot rely on the existence of minimal types
as they may not exist for minimal types to exist one must require datatypes to
be preregular see e	g	  	 Instead we can dene for every context 	 and
expression a a nite set min

a of minimal types such that
   min

a  	  a   
	  a     	  min

a     
The set min

a which is dened in the obvious way is nite because there are
only nitely many declarations for each constructor	
Proposition  Typechecking is decidable there exists an algorithm to decide
whether a given judgment 	  a    is derivable
Proof Proceed in two steps rst compute min

a second check whether there
exists   min

a such that     	
 Extensionality

 Motivations
Extensionality as embodied e	g	 in conversion is a basic feature of many type
systems	 Traditionally extensionality equalities are oriented as contractive rules
e	g	 conversion is oriented as reduction	 On the other hand expansive rules
provide an alternative computational interpretation of extensionality equalities e	g	
conversion may be oriented as expansion	 Expansive extensionality rules have
numerous applications in categorical rewriting unication and partial evaluation	
In addition to these traditional motivations which are nicely summarized in 
subtyping adds some new fundamental reasons to use expansive rules
	 contractive rules lead to noncon
uent calculi even on welltyped expressions if
we adopt reduction for abstractions then the following critical pair cannot
be solved
x y  y x

  
  
  
  





x x
y  y
On the other hand x y   y x is welltyped of type     whenever
     this observation is due to Mitchell Hoang and Howard 	 A similar
remark applies to datatypes if we adopt reduction for lists as dened by
case
list 
list 
e of fnil nil  j cons a llist  cons a lg 

e
then the following critical pair cannot be solved
M

  
  
 





nil  nil 
where M 
 case
list 
list 
nil  of fnil nil  j cons a llist  cons a lg	
On the other hand case
list 
list 
nil  of fnil  nil  j cons  a   l 
list  cons a lg is welltyped of type list  whenever      	
	 contractive rules lead to calculi with too many canonical inhabitants i	e	 closed
expressions in normal form if we adopt reduction for lists then the following
expressions are canonical inhabitants of list  provided       a    and l 
list 
nil  nil  cons a l cons a l
On the other hand one would expect canonical inhabitants of list  to be of
the form
nil  cons a l
where in the second case l itself is a canonical inhabitant of list  and a is a
canonical inhabitant of  	 Remarkably we obtain the desired eect if we reverse
reduction	 With this new reduction rule which we call expansion and denote
by 

 we have
nil 

case
list 
list 
nil  of fnil nil  j cons cons g


nil 
Similarly for a    and l  list  one has
cons a l 

case
list 
list 
cons a l of fnil nil  j cons cons g


cons  a l
Strictly speaking expansive extensionality rules are dened relative to a con
text and a type and the above reductions are performed at type list 
	 expansive rules provide a simple but useful program optimization if we adopt
expansive rules for records the expression n   c  blue reduces at type
n  nat to n   thus throwing out the irrelevant elds at type n  nat	
We therefore embark upon studying an expansive interpretation of extensionality
in 
  data
	

 Expansive extensionality rules
The computational behavior of the calculus is now obtained by aggregating the
expansive extensionality rules to 
basic
	 Expansive extensionality rules need to be
formulated in a typed framework so we consider judgments of the form
	  a b   
For the sake of uniformity we rst reformulate 
basic
in a typed framework	
Denition 
 Typed basicreduction 
basic
is de ned by the clause
	  a
basic
b   
i 	  a    and a
basic
b
	 expansion

is de ned as the quasicompatible closure see below of the rule
	  a

x a x     
provided a  x b The usual rule
	  a

b      	  c  
	  a c

b c   
is only allowed under the proviso b  x a x

 Surjective pairing 
sp
is de ned as the quasicompatible closure see below of
the rule
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i
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bl
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is only allowed under the proviso b  l
 
 al
 
     l
n
 al
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
 expansion 

is de ned as the quasicompatible closure see below of the
rule
	  a

case
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a of fc
 
 c
 
  j    j c
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 g  d 
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 
of fc
 
 c
 
  j    j c
n
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n
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usual rule
	  a

a
 
 d 
	  case

d 
a of fc  bg 

case

d 
a
 
of fc  bg   
is only allowed under the proviso a
 
 case
d 
d 
a of fc
 
 c
 
  j    j c
n

c
n
 g
 Typed fullreduction 
full
is de ned as the union of basic  sp reduction
ie
	  a
full
b     	  a
basic  sp 
b   
  
full
and 
full
are respectively de ned as the reexivetransitive and the reexive
symmetrictransitive closures of 
full

Several points deserve attention
	 the various restrictions on 

 
sp
and 

are required to enforce strong
normalization	 Without those restrictions one would have loops or innite re
ductions see the appendix	
	 unlike the traditional formulations of expansion we do allow expansions
on abstractions at type     if the type of the variable is not  	 Such
a possibility is indeed crucial for expressions of type     to reduce to an
expression of the form x  e at that type	 On the other hand note that 
expansion as dened here does not preserve
basic
normal forms	 For example
for     
 x  x     
is in 
basic
normal form but
 x  x 

z x  x z


z z
    
A similar remark applies to records and caseexpressions	
	 

like rules for datatypes seem to have received very little attention in the
literature	 As far as we know only Ghani  proposes a possible such rule
his rule is motivated by categorical considerations but does not study it in
detail	 Our expansion rule for datatypes is weaker than the one suggested by
Ghani  and thus is inadequate to capture the categorical view of datatypes
as initial algebras in a suitable category	 It nevertheless serves its purpose see
Proposition 	
	 reduction is not preserved under subsumption that is one may have
	  a
full
b     	  a
full
b  
for      	 On the other hand
	  a
full
b     	  a 
full
b  
for      	

  Preservation of conuence and strong normalization
Expansive extensionality rules preserve the fundamental properties of 
  data
	
Proposition 
 Strong normalization The relation 
full
is strongly normal
izing on typable expressions
Proof By modifying along the lines of e	g	  the computability argument of
Theorem 	
Proposition  Conuence The relation 
full
is conuent on typable expres
sions
Proof Using Newmans Lemma strong normalization and weak con
uence which
is proved by a case analysis on the possible critical pairs	

 Theory of canonical inhabitants
Below we write 	 
nf
a   if 	  a   and there is no b  E such that 	 
a
full
b   	 The following result shows that the theory of canonical inhabitants is
wellbehaved i	e	 that typable closed expressions in normal form have the expected
shape	
Proposition  Assume that 	 
nf
a   
 If       then a  x  b
	 If   l
 
  
 
     l
n
  
n
 then a  l
 
 b
 
     l
n
 b
n


 If   d  then a  c b
Proof By a case analysis on the possible normal forms	
The above result may be seen as evidence that the  sp rules restore a semantical
justication of the system and in particular of the caseexpressions as every canon
ical inhabitant of d  is of the form c b it is justied to do patternmatching on
c	
 Adding xpoints

  data
has a very restricted computational power	 In particular it does not sup
port recursion	 In this section we study an extension of 
  data
with xpoints
and show the resulting calculus to be con
uent	
Denition  
 The set of expressions E is extended with the clause x x  a
	 Fixpoint reduction 
rec
is de ned as the compatible closure of the rule
x x  a
rec
afx  x x  ag

 The typing system is extended with the rule
	 x    a  
	  x x  a  
 We let 
fullrec
denote 
full
 
rec

We have
Proposition  The relation 
fullrec
is conuent on typable expressions
Proof Using a standard technique due to Levy  and exploited e	g	 in 	 The
idea is to introduce bounded xpoints show that the calculus remains strongly
normalizing and con
uent and then use some elementary reasoning on abstract
reduction systems to conclude that 
fullrec
is con
uent	
Obviously 
fullrec
is not strongly normalizing	 In order to preserve strong nor
malization one must restrict oneself to guarded xexpressions	 Technically it is
achieved by dening the notion of an expression e being guarded and by adding
the sidecondition a is guarded in the typing rule for xpoints	 A precise description
of the guard mechanism may be found for example in 	
 Conclusion and directions for further work
In this paper we have introduced a simply typed calculus with record types and
parametric datatypes	 The calculus supports a combination of record subtyping and
constructor subtyping and thus provides a 
exible type system	 We have shown the
calculus to be wellbehaved in particular with respect to canonical inhabitants	
In the future we intend to study de nitions for 
  data
and its extensions	
Our goal is to aggregate a theory of denitions which is 
exible enough to support
overloaded denitions such as multiplication 
  
 
 N  E  E
 

 E  N  E
 

 O  O  O
 
	
 N  N  N
where each 
i
is dened using caseexpressions and recursion	 As suggested by the
above example the idea is to allow identiers to stand for several functions that
have a dierent type	 To do so several options exist for example one may require
the denitions to be coherent in a certain sense	 Alternately one may exploit some
strategy see e	g	   to disambiguate the denitions	 Both approaches deserve
further study	
Furthermore we intend to scale up the results of this paper to more complex
type systems	
	 Type systems for programming languages in line with recent work on the
design of higherorder typed HOT languages one may envisage extending

  data
with further constructs including bounded quantication  objects
 bounded operator abstraction 	 We are also interested in scaling up our
results to programming languages with dependent types such as DML 	 The
DML type system is based on constraints and hence it seems possible to con
sider constructor subtyping on inductive families as for example in X i   X j
if i   j where X i is the type f     ig	 Extending constructor subtyping to
inductive families is particularly interesting to implement type systems with
subtyping	
	 Type systems for proof assistants the addition of subtyping to proof assistants
has been a major motivation for this work	 Our next step is to investigate
an extension of the Calculus of InductiveCoinductive Constructions see e	g	
 with constructor subtyping	 As suggested in   such a calculus seems
particularly appropriate to formalize Kahns natural semantics 	
In yet a dierent direction it may be interesting to study destructor subtyping
a dual to constructor subtyping in which an inductive type   is a subtype of
another inductive type  if   has more destructors than  	 The primary example
of destructor subtyping is of course record subtyping as found in this paper	 We
leave for future work the study of destructor subtyping and of its interaction with
constructor subtyping	
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Loops and innite reductions for unrestricted extensionality
rules
For expansion
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   but a similar remark
applies to arbitrary records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For expansion if we allow constructors to be expanded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and if we allow caseexpressions to be expanded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